
On March 5-6, 2015, the Nordic Association for the Study of Contemporary Japanese 
Society held its eleventh annual conference. The two-day event welcomed participants 
from as far as Japan and as close as Lund University, which so gallantly hosted this 
uniquely formatted platform for intellectual exchange. Eschewing standard conference 
procedure, whereby presenters have 20 minutes at best to convince a roomful of strangers 
that their work is relevant and cohesive, the NAJS requires of its participants much in the 
way of pre-conference investment. This takes the form of early paper exchange and 
unanimous discussant assignments, ensuring that nearly everyone present has read the 
paper in question. The result is an assurance of viable feedback that extends far beyond 
the radar blip of time the conference occupies. 
 
True to its founding spirit, the NAJS kept things intimate enough to forge lasting 
relationships among emerging and established scholars alike yet broad enough so that 
those involved could feel challenged as their interests became humbled by the variety of 
topics. Said topics spanned the gamut from Japanese militarism, Taiwan-related 
controversies, and the politics of Mishima Yukio to disability, rural taxation, and video 
games. Common to all of them—aside from shared geographic fixation, of course—was 
an inquisitive spirit that sought to transcend personal comfort zones into unknown 
territories in the interest of expanding self-directed thinking on personal research 
projects. As academics, we may slip into our hermetic modes, forgetting that scholarship 
is nothing without conversation and community. Sometimes, however, major 
international conferences pile on so much of both that it’s all one can do to stay afloat in 
a sea of jargon, persuasive arguments, and professional networking. The NAJS has found 
a happy and most productive medium in this regard. 
 
Under the unflagging attention of Jens Sejrup, at the helm of the Lund event, the 
conference sailed as smoothly as any vessel would along untroubled waters. Although 
Jens humbly acknowledged the kindness and precision of the group, none of us would 
have felt so at ease in the first place without his behind-the-scenes logistics. Balancing 
bravado and sharp thinking, he and the other steering committee members also listened to 
our concerns at the close of the conference, assessing what worked and what didn’t in 
order to ensure that next year’s meeting upholds core NAJS tenets while also attending to 
the inevitability of future change. We have only great things to look forward to in 2016. 
 
In the end, a conference is not about top-down relationships—whether between 
presenters and their audiences or professors and doctoral students. Rather, it’s about 
opening the arenas in which we too often find ourselves enclosed. The NAJS has set a 
precedent, and it’s up to us to keep the wind in its sails. 
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